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welcome to circus city in  
prince alfred square.  

inside you will see a performance  
of tipping point.



remember to collect your tickets 
from the box office if you haven’t 
already received them. you might 

need to wait in a queue.



while you’re here, you might need to 
use the bathroom. look for this symbol 

to find the bathroom.



you might also want to get  
some food or a drink.



tipping point is on in the  
spaghetti circus big top. you may  

need to queue before you go inside.



inside there are lots  
of seats to sit on. 

an usher will check your ticket at the 
door to the spaghetti circus big top. 



some other people who will help the 
performers are the director, producer 
and stage manager. Their names are ali, 
charlotte and sophie. you might meet 

them before or after the show.

the show starts when the lights  
will dim – but it won’t go too dark.  

five people will come on stage.  
their names are alex, emily, nich, steve, 

telma. they are called performers. 



the performers will enter the 
stage with very long white poles. 

they will do things with their  
bodies that you may not have  
seen before including lots of 

tricks on the poles.



they will do tricks on the poles 
high in the air. but don’t worry, 

they’ll be safe.



they will also do other tricks in the 
air. but don’t worry, they’ll be safe.



if the show is loud you can wear  
headphones or put your fingers in your 
ears. if you need a break, you can leave 
the spaghetti circus big top at any time 
and go to a quiet area outside. we will 
have a special area for you to go to. 

when the show is finished people  
will clap their hands to say thank you 
to the performers. you can clap too 

if you want.



after the show you can exit  
the spaghetti circus big top and meet 

alex, emily, nich, steve,  
telma outside the tent. 

when it’s time to leave you can exit the 
circus city site.

thanks for coming to  
sydney festival!


